Phoenix Thermal Supply
Overview – Types of Temperature Sensors
There are two temperature sensing methods:




Contact
Non-contact

Contact sensing brings the sensor in physical contact with a substance or object. It can be used with solids,
liquids or gases. Non-contact (infrared) temperature sensing reads temperature by intercepting a portion of
the infrared energy emitted by an object or substance, and detecting its intensity. Non-contact is used to sense
the temperature of solids and liquids. Non-contact cannot be used on gases due to their transparent nature.

Contact Temperature Sensor Types and Comparisons
Contact sensors, aside from capillary/bulb thermometers and bi-metal sensors, use varying voltage signals or
resistance values.
Voltage Signals
Thermocouple sensors generate varying voltage signals. The different metal and alloy combinations in the
thermocouple's legs produce a predictable voltage for a given temperature.
Resistance Values
Resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) generate varying resistance values. RTDs as a class are divided into
two types:




Resistance wire RTD

Thermistor (thermally sensitive transistor)

RTDs work by producing a predictable resistance at a given temperature. Resistance wire RTDs (generally
platinum) have a positive coefficient by increasing resistance with temperature increase. Thermistors are
generally negative coefficient by decreasing resistance with temperature increase. Each of these three contact
sensor types (RTDs, thermocouples, and thermistors) have advantages and disadvantages depending on
application, desired response time and accuracy. A presentation of general benefits can help determine the
most suitable contact sensor type.
Thermocouple Advantages



Extremely high temperatures: Noble metal thermocouples may be rated as high as 1700°C (3100°F).



Ruggedness: The thermocouples' inherent simplicity enables them to withstand shock and vibration.
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Small size/fast response: Thermocouples with exposed or grounded junctions offer nearly immediate
response to temperature changes.
RTD Advantages



Wide temperature range: Platinum sensors cover temperatures from -200 to 650°C (-328 to 1200°F).



Repeatability and stability: The platinum resistance RTD is the primary interpolation instrument used
by the National Bureau of Standards from -260 to 630°C (-436 to 1135°F). Precision RTDs can be
manufactured with stability of 0.0025°C per year. Industrial models typically drift less than 0.1°C per
year.



High output: The current drop across an RTD provides a much larger signal than thermocouple
voltage output.



Linearity: Platinum and copper element RTDs follow a more linear curve than thermocouples or most
thermistors.



System wiring cost: Unlike a thermocouple, an RTD uses ordinary copper leads for extension wires and
requires no cold junction compensation.



Area sensing: Point measurements, while often desirable, may cause errors. An RTD element can be
spread over a large area, improving control with area averaging, a technique impractical with
thermocouples.
Thermistor Advantages

Due to wide performance and cost variations among thermistors, generalized advantages and disadvantages
may not always apply. Common benefits include:



Low sensor cost: Most thermistors in their basic form cost much less than RTDs. When assembled in
protective sheaths the price difference narrows.



High resistance: Base resistance may be several thousand ohms. This provides a larger signal change
compared to resistance wire RTDs with the same measuring current, negating lead wire resistance
problems.



Interchangeability: Many newer thermistor models are trimmed to very tight tolerances over limited
temperature ranges.



Point sensing: Thermistor beads may be pinhead size for point sensing.
Contact Sensor Conclusions



Thermocouples are best suited to high temperatures, environmental extremes, or applications
requiring microscopic size sensors.



RTDs are best for most industrial measurements over a wide temperature range, especially when
sensor stability is essential for proper control.
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Thermistors are best for low cost applications over limited temperature ranges.
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Non-Contact Sensors
A non-contact (infrared) sensor intercepts and converts emitted infrared heat into a voltage signal.
Construction characteristics of non-contact sensors use a lens to concentrate radiated infrared energy onto a
thermopile. The voltage signal produced by the thermopile is sent onto an electronics package for
amplification and conditioning before being retransmitted as either a voltage or current signal. Non-contact
temperature sensors generally react and register (respond) faster than contact temperature sensors.
Non-Contact Temperature Sensor Advantages
The reasons for using non-contact over contact temperature sensing are:



When physical contact with the object or substance would deface or contaminate





The process or object moves

A process requires a faster response than is possible with a contact sensor

Can be isolated from contaminated or explosive environments by viewing through a window

Contact vs. Non-contact Sensor Comparisons
Contact Temperature Sensors
Advantages



Relatively rugged




Economical

Wide application range



Relatively accurate



Simple to apply
Disadvantages



Requires physical contact, may damage, mar or contaminate



Can cause wear on rotary components (slip rings)



Slow to respond relative to non-contact sensing



Acts as a heat sink, alters readings on small objects
Non-contact Temperature Sensors
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Advantages




Remote mounting away from heat source



Ideal for measuring objects in motion




Relatively rugged

Does not interfere with process

Faster response (milliseconds compared to seconds for contact sensing)



Can sense temperature of irregular shaped objects



Will not deface, mar or contaminate



Will not act as a heat sink
Disadvantages



Will not measure gas temperatures




Field-of-view (spot size) restrictions
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Emissivity variations

Ambient temperature restrictions

Indicated temperature affected by environmental conditions (dust, smoke, etc.)
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